
WDA MYSTERY OUT 

REQUIREMENTS: 

A dart player wanting to participate in the WDA Mystery Out must play on a WDA Thursday 

night handicap league team and be a member in good standing with the WDA to be eligible. 

Any new member or substitute to a session or the league must participate in a MINIMUM of two 

complete league night matches before becoming eligible for entry and participation on the third 

night of play. 

At the start of a new session, a player must have been eligible, participated and paid a minimum 

of one entry fee in the previous session, or they will be considered a new member and will not be 

eligible for participation until the third night of play. The Secretary will have records of who 

participated in a previous session. 

Eligible dart players willing to participate will pay $1.00 at the beginning of the night’s match to be 

entered into the Mystery Out. This $1.00 Mystery Out entry fee will be marked on the score sheet for the 

Secretary to keep track of. This entry fee will go into a money pot to be used for the payout. It is the 

responsibility of the team captains to note on the score sheet which eligible players paid. This notes they 

participated in the Mystery Out for that week. Players not noted on score sheet for the Secretary to tally 

will not be eligible or paid. 

A Mystery Out week is the period between and after a Friday’s Mystery Out video submission 

and before the following Friday’s Mystery Out video submission. All WDA matches played in a 

particular week’s period whether it’s a regular scheduled match a make-up match will be eligible 

for participation in that week’s Mystery Out on that week ending Friday. 

If your team did not play a match in a particular week’s period due to a bye or a reschedule, then 

you did not participate for that week’s Mystery Out, and you are not eligible for payout. 

End of Session Tournaments will also have an opportunity to participate for entry to the Mystery 

Out for eligible participants. 

Games that will be eligible to qualify for the Mystery Out include singles 501, team 501, and 

singles 301. 

PROCESS: 

Dart players will play their Thursday matches as normal.  

The following day, on Friday, an online video will be produced on the WDA Facebook page. A 

random dice roll of 5 or higher will decide how many times to randomize the out list. The out list 

(only of possible outs from 2-170 will be included) will be randomized determined by the dice 

roll. This will determine what the Mystery Out number for the previous week will be. The 



producer of said video will check the Dartconnect files to see if any eligible participants 

achieved the number selected by the randomizer program for the Mystery Out and will notify the 

Secretary. 

The Secretary, once the score sheets have been mailed and accounted, will produce a list of 

Mystery Out participants that will be cross referenced with the producer of the Mystery Out 

video. This list will also include the total dollar amount of entries from the previous week’s 

matches to be added to the total running pot for the Mystery Out. 

If the Mystery Out is achieved by an eligible and paid participant (see requirements) the 

producer will notify the Treasurer that a payout is required. 

If the Mystery Out is not achieved by an eligible participant for a week or session, the monies 

will be totaled and rolled into a pot for the following week or session. This will continue until an 

eligible participant has achieved the Mystery Out, at which time the payout will happen and the 

process starts over based on the payout described below. 

PAYOUT: 

Once it has been determined that an eligible and paid participant has achieved the Mystery Out, 

80% of the total pot accumulated will be paid out, leaving 20% to start the next pot. If multiple 

players achieve the Mystery Out on the same week, the 80% payout will be divided equally 

among said multiple players. 

 


